
BIOGRAPHYIGNITE YOUR LOVE FOR YOUR LIFE

A former HR Manager, Misty knows a
thing or two about burnout and joyless
living. For one? It isn't fun. A believer
that the depth of life is often
overlooked, Misty's mission is to help
stoke people's inner fires to dream
again and create a life they actually
want to live. To do that, we must be
brave and take responsibility for our
own wellbeing. With wellbeing
becoming yet another to-do list in our
world, a question to ponder - what if
real wellbeing comes from doing less,
not more? Offering a collection of
resources and knowledge from formal
institutions and hours of self-study in
the last 10 years from her own healing
journey, Misty offers an invitation to
do life differently - that is, your way. 

Life is a choose your own adventure
novel where you're always one
decision away from a different life. 

Getting in touch with lost parts of
ourselves to choose something
different necessitates a pause to re-
evaluate. We humans aren't very
good at pausing. An outside-the-box
wellbeing offering, this virtual 2 hour
introspective workshop creates the
space for the pause, while getting
your team actively engaged in the
creation of their next desired
adventures in life.

Contact information:
misty@loveyourlifewithmisty.com
www.loveyourlifewithmisty.com
708-698-1107



The "Ignite" Workshop Explained

THE INTENTION

WHAT IT COULD LOOK LIKE FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

When was the last time someone asked you what your dreams were? In fact, when was
the last time you considered what your dreams were? In a world where burnout and
exhaustion are running rampant, what would it be like to transport yourself into your
imagination to get back in touch with the life you really want to be living? An integral part
of The "How to Human" Experience, this virtual 2 hour dream board (also called
visionboard) workshop for businesses, organizations and groups of all sizes helps you
create time to find clarity, focus on your authentic life, visualize ideal outcomes and learn
techniques to make your vision board even more powerful. In a world of Zoom and
workshop fatigue, this offering helps infuse some childlike fun back into the work day in a way
that connects your team in a different way, while giving them the chance to remember and
become inspired by their desires.

Most visionboard workshops are focused on one thing – the creation of the visionboard.
This means that right when you walk in you’re already diving into magazines and gluing
things on your board before you’ve even really given any thought to what you want your
life to look like beyond certain external, top-of-mind goals. The focus of this workshop is
the journey – we don’t even touch materials until halfway through the workshop. This
virtual workshop is about guiding you to take time out of your busy life to choose how to
better navigate adult responsibilities, relationships, kids, careers, etc. all while reclaiming
your joy and aliveness and in turn, the organization wins by your team feeling more inspired
and fulfilled. Happy employees = happy company. Being guided through journaling prompts,
you go to town doing a deep reflection into your desires, wants, needs, who you want to
be, what you want to do, what you want to have and more importantly – why do you want
those things? Then we get to the actual dream board creation process, which is guided
step-by-step. There’s no right or wrong way to create your dream board, each person has
full reign over their creation. Materials can be plenty or scarce. Creations can be on
posterboard, walls, mirrors – I’ve even had someone paint on a canvas. It can be bold and
colorful, or black and white. There are truly no rules in this workshop. Because most dreams
don’t often just fall into your lap by wishing them into existence, we then learn to bring our
dream board to life by taking inspired action towards actualizing your dreams. 

Fully guided, fully fun and fully inspiring.


